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Audit Scenario
� World over auditors are hauled up before courts and faced

with huge punitive damages where they could not
conclusively “prove” that they had applied auditing
standards and professional judgement with due
professional care.
� Same situation is progressively emerging in India.

(Peer Review > Quality Review > Disciplinary Committee >(Peer Review > Quality Review > Disciplinary Committee >
Court)

� When things go wrong, the question is: why the auditor
did not warn those affected?
� The quality of an auditor's work is challenged and the

methodology of each audit procedure that he carried out or
failed to carry out comes under independent regulatory
scrutiny or, worse, under the opposition lawyer’s scrutiny



Audit Scenario

� The onus is on the auditor to “prove” that he was 
not professionally negligent in the performance of 
his  duty.
� If his work papers do not evidence his having 

performed a procedure, the assumption is that 
the audit procedure was not performed
performed a procedure, the assumption is that 
the audit procedure was not performed
� Scope and resource limitations faced by the 

auditor are no defence if he did not give a 
disclaimer of opinion as required per SA 700.
� Documentation is the only way an auditor can 

prove to outsiders that he planned and performed 
an effective audit, however good he might himself 
consider the audit to have been done
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No one will believe you did 

something on an audit if 

there is nothing in your there is nothing in your 

working papers file to show 

for it !!!



The Peer Review

� Even the best of the professionals need approbation. They 

are only human beings.  They need and deserve the 

reconfirmation of their abilities and the way they work, from 

their peers. Such reconfirmation that professional seek is 

provided by the process of “Peer Review” (PR).

� The dictionary meaning of the word “Peer” is “A person who 

has equal standing with another or others” and the term 

“Review” is defined as “subject to a formal inspection or 

appraisal and reassessment of the matter in question”.



The Peer Review

� Peer Review for chartered accountants would mean 

evaluation of a colleague’s work professionally 

� Peer Review Board was established by the Council � Peer Review Board was established by the Council 

of the Institute in March 2002 to conduct the 

system of PR. 

� It is mandatory for all the practice units who are 

auditing listed companies and also Bank branches



Peer Review 

� Peer :

� Equal

� ColleagueColleague

� Contemporary

� Friend 

� Cohort

� Peer Review is a review done of a 
professional by another professional of 
similar standing



� Peer Review Definition:

� An Examination and Review of the 
systems and procedures to determine 
whether they have been put in place by 
systems and procedures to determine 
whether they have been put in place by 
the practice unit for ensuring quality of 
attestation services as envisaged and 
implied / mandated by the Technical 
Standards and whether these were 
effective or not during the period under 
review



Need for Peer Review

� Presently a self-regulatory mechanism by 
the ICAI

� Ensures standardised processesEnsures standardised processes

� Ensure high standards of audit

� Improves the skills of the members

� Basic Assumptions:

� No connection with regulatory or 
disciplinary mechanism

� To improve professionalism



�Objectives

� Compliance with statutory/regulatory 
requirements and Technical Standardsrequirements and Technical Standards

� Transparency in attestation function

� Strengthen society’s confidence

� Initiated w.e.f. April 1, 2004 and now 
applicable to all Practice Units



Services Covered

� Statutory Audit

� Tax Audit

� VAT Audit� VAT Audit

� Internal Audit

�Concurrent Audit

�Certification

� Any other attestation function which 
provides an element of assurance to users



Process of Peer Review

� Selection of Practice Unit (PU)

� Intimation to PU

�Choice of Peer Reviewer�Choice of Peer Reviewer

� Intimation and selection of peer reviewer

�Questionnaire and list of clientele

� Selection of sample

� Site visit

� Accuracy of Questionnaire



Process of Peer Review (Contd.)

� Review of General Controls

� Final selection of sample

� Review of records� Review of records

� Preliminary report to PU

� PU’s response thereof to the Reviewer

� Interim/Final Report

� Issue of Certificate



Obligations of the PU
� Selection of Independent peer reviewer(PR)
� Maintain a list of all attestation services
� Provide a list to PR for sample selection
� Fill the Questionnaire with factual details� Fill the Questionnaire with factual details
� Provide Documents/files for selected samples and 

provide information and explanations
� Allow abstracts of records maintained by PU 
� Reply to the Preliminary Report of PR
� Issue Compliance Letter
� Adhere Time Frame [ 171 days ]
� Pay the cost of Peer Review to the PR as prescribed 

by the Institute



Documents before Review –

� Profile of the PU

� Registration papers – Partnership Deed, Firm 
Registration with Registrar of Firms and with 
ICAI and all documents regarding changes ICAI and all documents regarding changes 
therein

� Details of Employees – Qualified, Semi-
skilled and unskilled, including articled 
assistants

� Details of branches, if any.

� List of Attestation Clients 



Documents before Review –

� Policies

� Independence Policy and procedures – for 
partners as well as employeespartners as well as employees

� Continuing Professional Education 
Programme Policy for Partners, Employees 
and Articles Trainees.

� Employment Policy

� Training Policy

� Staff files and records



Documents before Review –

� Procedures

� Procedure for audit delegation

� Procedure for scheduling and staffing of � Procedure for scheduling and staffing of 
audits

� Procedures for review of audit process

� Procedures for supervision of audit process

� Procedure for Engagement letters

� Procedure for documentation



Documents before Review –

�Other Documents

� Audit Plans

� Use of Audit programmesUse of Audit programmes

� Procedure for review

� Maintenance and retreivability of Audit 
records

� Compilation of Clients’ business

� Procedure for compliance and substantive 
tests



Documents before Review –

�Checklists for Accounting Standards

�Checklists for Auditing Standards

� Procedure for arriving at an opinion� Procedure for arriving at an opinion

� Review of opinion

� Drafting of Report

� Fully filled up questionnaire

� Records of sample clients selected by PR



�Questionnaire – 4 parts

� Technical Standards� Technical Standards

� Accounting Standards

� Standards on Auditing

� Statements / Clarifications / Interpretations

� Guidance Notes

� Documentation



SA 200 Basic Principles
Governing an Audit

� Para 11 states: The auditor should 
document matters which are important in 
providing evidence that the audit was 
carried out in accordance with the basic 
principles.principles.

� Para 12 states:The auditor should plan his 
work to enable him to conduct an 
effective audit in an efficient and timely 
manner. Plans should be based on a 
knowledge of the client’s business.



SA 200 Basic Principles
Governing an Audit

� Para 13 states that ‘Plans should be made to cover,
among other things :-

� Acquiring knowledge of client’s accounting
systems, policies and internal control procedures.systems, policies and internal control procedures.

� Establishing the expected degree of reliance to be
placed on the internal control.

� Determining and programming the nature, timing
and extent of the audit procedures to be
performed.

� Co-ordinating the work to be performed’

� Para 14 states that ‘Plans should be further developed 
and revised as necessary during the course of a audit’



Form & Content

� The factors that determine the form and content of

documentations for a particular engagement are:

� The nature of the engagement

� The nature of the business activity of the client

� The status of the client

� Reporting format



Form & Content

� The factors that determine the form and content of 
documentations for a particular engagement are 
(Contd.):(Contd.):

� Relevant legislations applicable to the client

� Records maintained by the client

� Internal controls in operation

� Quality of audit assistants engaged in the particular assignment 

and the need to direct and supervise their work



The Principle

� The auditor should prepare audit 
documentation such that it 

� Is sufficient and appropriate � Is sufficient and appropriate 

� Provides a record of the basis for the 
auditor’s report, and 

�Demonstrates that the audit was 
performed in accordance with SAs and 
applicable legal and regulatory 
requirements



Nature

� Documentation may be on electronic media and 
Includes

� Audit programs

� Analyses

� Issues memoranda

� Letters of confirmation and representations

� Checklists

� Extracts of important documents

� Correspondence (including e-mails) concerning 
significant matters

� Schedules of work the auditor performed



Purpose
� To assist audit team to plan and perform the audit
� To enable supervision and quality control of work 
� To demonstrate accountability of the audit team for 

its work
To retain a record of matters of continuing � To retain a record of matters of continuing 
significance to future audits
� To withstand the test of an independent experienced 

auditor review (including peer review) to comply with 
SQC 1.
� To enable an experienced auditor to conduct 

external reviews in accordance with applicable legal, 
regulatory or other requirements



Extent
� Documentation should enable an experienced 

auditor, having no previous connection with the 
audit, to understand:

� Audit evidence obtained� Audit evidence obtained

� Conclusions reached on significant matters

� In relation to audit procedures designed to 
address identified risks of material 
misstatement, conclusions that are not 
otherwise readily determinable from the 
documentation of the procedures performed or 
audit evidence obtained



Significant matters

�Matters that give rise to significant risks

� Results of audit procedures indicating

� Possibility of material misstatement� Possibility of material misstatement

�Need to revise the auditor’s risk assessment 
and responses thereto

� Circumstances that cause the auditor 
significant in applying necessary audit 
procedures that could result in a 
modification to the report



Accountability

� The auditor should record

�Who performed the audit work and the date 
of such work

�Who reviewed specific audit documentation 
and the date of such review

�



Working Papers

The working papers are classified as follows :

� Permanent Audit Files� Permanent Audit Files

� Current Audit Files



Permanent Audit File

� A permanent audit file normally includes:

� Copy of initial appointment letter if the engagement 

is of recurring natureis of recurring nature

� Record of communication with the retiring auditor, 

if any, before acceptance of the appointment as 

auditor

� NOC from previous auditor

� Information concerning the legal and organisational

structure of the entity.



Permanent Audit File
� A permanent audit file normally includes (Contd.):

� In the case of a company, this includes the 
Memorandum and Articles of Association. In the 
case of a statutory corporation, this includes the Act case of a statutory corporation, this includes the Act 
and Regulations under which the corporation 
functions 

� Analysis of significant ratios and trends

� Copies of management letters issued by the auditor, 
if any.

� Notes regarding significant accounting policies. 

� Significant audit observations of earlier years.



Permanent Audit File
� A permanent audit file normally includes (Contd.):

� Business Continuity Plans

� Assessment of risks and risk management

Major policies related to Purchases and Sales� Major policies related to Purchases and Sales

� Details of sister concerns

� Details of Bankers, Registrars, Lawyers etc

� Systems and Data Security policies



Current Audit File
A Current audit file normally includes:

� Correspondence relating to acceptance of annual reappointment.

� Extracts of important matters in the minutes of Board Meetings and General 

Meetings, as are relevant to the audit.Meetings, as are relevant to the audit.

� Evidence of the planning process of the audit and audit programme

� Analysis of transactions and balances.

� A record of the nature, timing and extent of auditing procedures performed, and 

the results of such procedures

� Evidence that the work performed by assistants was supervised and reviewed.

� Copies of communications with other auditors, experts and other third parties.

� Letters of representation or confirmation received from the client.



Current Audit File
� A Current audit file normally includes (Contd.):

� Copies of letters or notes concerning audit matters 
communicated to or discussed with the client, including 
the terms of the engagement and material weaknesses in 
relevant internal controls.relevant internal controls.

� Conclusions reached by the auditor concerning significant 
aspects of the audit, including the manner in which 
exceptions and unusual matters, if any, disclosed by the 
auditor’s procedures were resolved or treated.

� Copies of the financial information being reported on and 
the related audit reports.

� Audit review points and highlight.

� Major weakness in Internal control



The Need for Working papers

� They aid in the planning and performance of the audit;
� They aid in the supervision and review of the audit work 

and to review the quality of work performed, in accordance 
with AAS 17 “Quality Control for Audit Work”;
They provide evidence of the audit work performed to � They provide evidence of the audit work performed to 
support the auditor’s opinion
� They document clearly and logically the schedule, results of 

test, etc. 
� The  working papers should evidence compliance with 

technical standards
� They document that Internal control has been 

appropriately studied and evaluated; and 
� They document that the evidence obtained and procedures 

performed afford a reasonable basis for an opinion.



The need (contd.)
� They retain a record of matters of continuing significance to future audits 

of the entity;

� They enable  an experienced auditor to conduct quality control reviews in 

accordance with Statement on Peer Review issued by the Institute of accordance with Statement on Peer Review issued by the Institute of 

Chartered Accountants of India;

� The process of preparing sufficient audit documentation contributes to the 

quality of an audit

� They fulfil the need to document oral discussions of significant matters 

and communicate to those charged with governance, as discussed in SA 

260.



Changes after Date of Audit 
Report

� No responsibility to perform additional audit
procedures, but if performed, auditor retains the
new information, to the extent audit procedures
are performed on itare performed on it

� Auditor documents the resulting addition to the
working papers

� If new information might have caused the auditor

� to modify the auditor’s report had it been known
at the date of the auditor’s report, follow the
requirements and guidance in SA 560, Subsequent
Events



Confidentiality, safe custody, retention 

and ownership of audit documentation

� The auditor should apply appropriate 
procedures for audit documentation that

� Maintain its confidentiality and safe 
custody

� Protect its integrity

� Enable its accessibility and retrievability

� Enable its retention for a period sufficient 
to meet the needs of the firm, and legal and 
professional requirements – usually not 
shorter than 10 years from the date of the 
auditor’s report



Guidance to Staff

� Checklist of documents to be obtained and maintained

� Proper numbering/ sequencing of working papers, Filing/keeping

of working papers and indexing of documents/ working papers

� Writing of queries and Summarizing of overall findings

� Discussing with seniors on matters of importance

� Disposing of Query -at staff level/ senior level/ partner level

� Importance of the working papers to be  signed, dated and 

approved by relevant level of audit staff with sufficient cross 

reference



Concepts

� Remember: WHAT IS NOT DOCUMENTED IS NOT
DONE
� Ensure that all SAs have been followed during

planning, performing, concluding and reporting onplanning, performing, concluding and reporting on
the audit.
� Think of what is required to be done on the audit

under each SA (use checklist) and see whether
documentary evidence of having done it exists in the
working papers file – if not, put it in
� Ensure that there is a written justification in the file

for the nature, timing and extent of all audit work
done



Concepts
� Ensure that there is a written justification in the

file for all decisions taken in areas where
“professional judgement” was exercised
� Do not keep anything in your w/p file that has

not been subjected to your audit procedures (egnot been subjected to your audit procedures (eg
unaudited client’s documents) – you will be held
responsible for everything that is found in your
file
� Where there was disagreement with management

on any issue, document how that disagreement
was resolved and the audit justification used
therefor, referencing the concerned law or
accounting standard and its interpretation



Standards of Auditing to refer
� SA 240 – Auditor’s responsibility to consider fraud and 

error

� SA 250 – Consideration of Laws and regulations 

� SA 260 – Communications with those charged 
with governance

� SA 300 Audit Planning

� SA 315, SA 330 – Risk Assessment and Internal 
Control

� SA 580 – Representations by management

� SA 600 Using work of another auditor

� Computer Information Systems Environment



Tips 

� Clarity and Understanding 

� Completeness and Accuracy

� Logical Arrangement 

� Legibility and Neatness 

� Safety

� Initial and date

� Summary of conclusions
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